Design Team Meeting Three: Summary Report
In December 2017, 60 participants attended Design Team meetings to continue work on
the NC Pathways to Grade-Level Reading (Pathways) Initiative. Twenty-three members of
the Social-Emotional Health Design Team met on December 11 at Durham County Human
Services; 19 members of the High Quality Early Care and Education Design Team met on
December 14 at the United Way of
the Greater Triangle; and 18
members of the Regular School
Attendance Design Team met on
December 18 at Red Hat in Raleigh.
These meetings were the third of
five rounds of meetings of the
Pathways Design Teams.
The Design Teams are the third
phase of the Pathways work. The
teams’ goal is to identify strategies
for action to impact the areas
prioritized by the Pathways Partners.
The first two phases of the Pathways to Grade-Level Reading Initiative involved identifying
shared, birth-to-age-eight, whole child measures to put children on a pathway to grade-level
reading, and determining how North Carolina’s children are doing on those measures, in order
to prioritize areas of focus to take action on first.
Background on the Pathways Initiative is available online, including a fact sheet, and a report
on the research basis behind the Pathways Measures of Success, meeting summary report
from Design Teams Meeting 1, and the summary report for Design Teams Meeting 2.
Design Team members represent government agencies, nonprofit organizations, the private
sector, foundations, and research institutions. Expertise spans health, family support,
community engagement, early learning environments, and K-12 education. (See Appendix A for
the list of members.)
This report shares a high-level summary of the content of the discussions and work that
took place during the meeting.
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The agenda for the meeting (Appendix B) included:
●

Welcome and Pathways Review

●

Reflecting on Racial Equity Statements from Design Teams Meeting 2

●

Identifying Family and Community Strengths

●

Brainstorming Racial Equity Strategies

●

Reacting to the Matrix of Strategy Options for Making Progress

●

Developing Criteria for Prioritizing Strategies

●

Previewing SAS Data Dashboard

●

Reflection and Evaluation

Details about each section of the agenda are provided below.
Welcome and Pathways Review

Tracy Zimmerman, Executive Director of the North Carolina Early Childhood Foundation
(NCECF), welcomed attendees to the meeting and reviewed the Pathways work that has
been completed to date. She explained how the objectives of Meeting Three would help
achieve the purpose of the Design Team phase of the Pathways work: to create policy,
practice and capacity-building agendas for the prioritized areas of focus that will make
progress toward the top line result of all children reading on grade level by the end of third
grade. Tracy reminded the group of the focus for each of the three Design Teams:
●
●
●

High-Quality Birth-to-age-Eight Care and Education
Social-Emotional Health
Regular School Attendance

Design Team meetings recap: Tracy then gave an overview of the meeting arc for the five

Design Team meetings.
●

Meeting One was solutions-oriented. Participants identified what current North

Carolina policies and practices to keep, change, create or chuck to see improved
outcomes for children and families.
●

Meeting Two focused on learning a racial equity framework, establishing a racial

equity lens for the work, and thinking about root causes from an equity angle to
inform solutions.
●

Today’s meeting is part of what design thinkers describe as “the messy middle” and

might feel a bit overwhelming as Design Team members look at the true complexity
of bringing together the work on racial equity with input from parents, community
providers, and national research to inform cross-sector strategies that will move the
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needle on equipping all students with what they need to achieve. Criteria, grounded
in the Pathways Principles, will be developed to guide the group as they select
strategies to pursue.
●

Meetings Four and Five will focus on prioritizing strategies by using the criteria

identified in Meeting Three and fleshing out recommendations to include current
context, specific action steps, and who needs to act.

Tracy emphasized that throughout the process the Design Teams will co-create strategies
that change policies, practices, and capacities at multiple levels to move North Carolina
towards the desired outcomes, while tackling racial and other inequities and mitigating the
impact of children’s living conditions (e.g., family economic security, homelessness, and
trauma).
Reflecting on Racial Equity Statements from Meeting 2

Pathways summarized the Design Team members’ racial inequity root cause analysis work
from the prior meeting into racial equity statements. The statements reflect the systemic
obstacles to success that children and families of color face, as viewed, experienced and
shared by the people in the room. Tracy asked Design Team members to acknowledge a
tension between quantitative and qualitative data, between what the numbers might show
and individuals’ lived experiences. The quantitative data does not make the experiences of
people in the room any less real and the experiences of people in the room does not make
the consideration of quantitative data unnecessary. She shared that Pathways values both
the quantitative and the qualitative data, as they are both important and inform each other.
Design Team members had received the racial equity statements prior to the meeting and
had been asked to highlight the sentence and then the word that most resonated with
them. During the meeting, in their workgroups, team members first shared the sentence
and then the word from the document that they thought were particularly significant.
Facilitators scribed responses. See Appendix D for the results of these conversations.
Identifying Family and Community Strengths

This section of the agenda was added during the Social-Emotional Design Team meeting (the
first in this round of meetings) when a Design Team member highlighted the need to be
explicitly oriented in a strengths-based frame. In consultation with the meeting facilitators, it
was decided to add a section where Design Team members identified the family and
community strengths of families and communities of color (based on their own experiences)
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before brainstorming strategies to address inequitable systemic barriers. This conversation
was added to the Social-Emotional
Health meeting on the spot, and
then included on the agendas for
the High Quality Early Care and
Education Design Team and the
Regular School Attendance Design
Team.
This section of the agenda
continued to evolve over the round
of meetings. In the third meeting
(Regular School Attendance),
Sterling Freeman and Kathleen
Crabbs of OpenSource Leadership
Strategies introduced an additional
exercise, asking Design Team members to pair up with someone they didn’t know and then
tell them everything that was wrong with them. No one was willing to do that! Sterling then
pointed out that we are often acculturated to view people and communities from a deficit
perspective, but that it is hard to start from that point when you are face to face with a real
person. He asked Design Team members to flip their perspective to think about strengths
and assets to leverage. Kathleen elaborated that the system does really well with calling out
what’s wrong in communities of color, but it is not so good at calling out what is right, good,
great, beautiful, and valuable.
In their workgroups, design team members then had the opportunity to reflect on
strengths of families and communities of color from their perspective and in their
experience. They shared their responses to the prompt: In your experience, what
protective factors, strengths, and/or assets have families and communities of color used to
help them survive and thrive? Facilitators scribed responses, and Appendix E shares the
results of this conversation.
Brainstorming Racial Equity Strategies

Tracy introduced the process Design Team members would use to brainstorm racial equity
strategies, in order to build on the strengths of children and families of color, address systemic
barriers and make progress on desired outcomes. Using the previous conversation about
strengths and protective factors as a springboard, Design Team members worked from their
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specific Racial Equity Statements to brainstorm strategies to address the prompt: What should
NC do, not do, or do differently in order to ensure success for children and families of color within
your workgroup’s area of focus?
The exercise also evolved over the round of meetings as we honed in on what worked best.
In the Social-Emotional Health meeting, participants brainstormed their ideas on sticky
notes and shared themes in their workgroups. For subsequent meetings (High Quality Early
Care and Education, Regular School Attendance), participants used a worksheet and then
shared at their tables. Building on the idea that Pathways’ work is “explicitly, not exclusively,
focused on race,” workgroups were also asked to consider the statements in the context of
other inequities, such as income, age, and ability.
Facilitators scribed. For results of these discussions, please see Appendix F.
Reacting to the Matrix of Possibilities for Making Progress

Mandy Ableidinger, Policy and Practice Leader at NCECF, presented a matrix of strategy
options for each Design Team’s area of focus. Matrices included strategies and tactics that
could improve education quality,
school attendance and children’s
social-emotional health, all with
the aim of ensuring all children
read on grade level reading by the
end of third grade. Each matrix
was a striking visual that took up
significant wall space and wove
together data from a range of
sources, including input from:
●

Design Team Members
(Meeting 1 feedback and
Meeting 3 pre-work input).

●

Providers of services for
young children and their families in 14 communities throughout North Carolina, via the
Community Conversations in fall 2017.

●

Parents.

●

National research on strategies to improve outcomes and reduce racial/ethnic
disparities.
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Mandy noted the difference between strategies, which are fairly broad, and tactics, which
are steps along the path and more detailed. The top row of each matrix showed the
strategies, with tactics listed below. Colored dots were used to show the source for each
strategy and tactic, using the following key:
●

Red: Design Teams Input

●

Green: Parent Voice

●

Yellow: Local Provider Voice (Community Conversations)

●

Blue: National Research

Mandy noted that many strategies and tactics were affirmed by several different sources.
For a list of the strategies for each Design Team, please see Appendix G. For more
information about the source list used for national research, please see Appendix H.
Tracy provided context for how the matrices will be used moving forward. The racial equity
strategies brainstormed in today’s meeting will be added into the matrices. Like other
Pathways processes, the idea is to widen the universe of possibilities before narrowing the
path forward. Like the processes used to determine the Pathways Measures of Success
and the areas of priority chosen by the Learning Teams, the process of the Design Teams
will get bigger before it will get smaller.
Tracy and Mandy emphasized that the current matrices do not indicate what is already
being done in North Carolina. Once the Design Teams begin to narrow the priorities in
Meeting 4, a next step will be address what is already underway in the state.
While the next step in creating the Pathways agendas for change will be to prioritize where
to focus, the broad set of strategy options outlined in the matrix will be made available
publicly as a resource to other organizations and initiatives.
After orienting team members to the matrix, Mandy invited them to do a gallery walk to
begin to familiarize themselves with the strategies and tactics. Design Team members
reported being struck by the massive amount of information that has been collected from
Design Team members, communities, parents and national research.
Please see Appendix I for more reactions by Design Team members to the matrices. The
matrices will be shared electronically once the brainstormed racial equity strategies from
today’s meeting are integrated into them.
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Developing Criteria for Prioritizing Strategies

The next step in the Design Team process will be to choose which strategies, out of the
many possibilities, Pathways should pursue. In order to stay true to Pathways’ values and
determine where Pathways would add the most value, the Design Teams need a set of
criteria through which to filter potential strategies.
Tracy introduced a process to develop those criteria. She directed team members to the
Pathways Principles (provided here as Appendix C), which were developed by the Pathways
stakeholders and have guided all the phases of the Pathways work, and shared three
sample criteria generated by NCECF:
Design Team members should choose strategies that:
●

Are data- and research-driven and informed by developmental science.

●

Reduce racial, ethnic, socioeconomic and ability disparities in early childhood
experiences, opportunities, and outcomes.

●

Are actionable.

Design Team members at the first meeting (Social-Emotional Health) brainstormed
possible criteria with their workgroups and identified the top 2-3 per group. At each
subsequent meeting (High Quality Education and Regular School Attendance), the team
added to the growing list of possible criteria.
Tracy emphasized the need to have consistent criteria across Design Teams and shared
the Pathways definition of consensus: Even though the decision may not be exactly what I
want, I can live with and support it.
Facilitators scribed. See Appendix J for the list of possible criteria.
After the meeting, NCECF compiled the full list of brainstormed criteria and sent it out to
the Design Team members, the larger Pathways Partners group (over 200 people), and the
local service providers in the 14 communities across the state involved in the Community
Conversations, asking for each stakeholder group’s thoughts on which five criteria best
align with the Pathways Principles and the value that Pathways can bring to this work.
Once the final five criteria are determined, they will be used in Design Team Meeting 4 to
begin narrowing strategy options.
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Data Dashboard

Pathways is incredibly fortunate to have the brainpower at SAS developing (pro-bono) an
online data dashboard to allow users across the state to interact with data on the Pathways
Measures of Success. Tracy and Mandy previewed the dashboard, which is currently in the
draft stage and will hopefully be released this summer. The dashboard will provide data on
the Pathways Measures, disaggregated where available by county or school district,
race/ethnicity, income, and age, and it will also point out the Measures of Success for which
North Carolina does not currently collect good data. One of Pathways’ goals is to advocate
for better data collection and analysis in the state.
Design Team members were excited to see the dashboard in progress and expressed that
it will be a tremendous asset for communities and the state.
Reflections

Tracy asked for final reflections. See Appendix K for responses.
Next steps

Mandy closed out the day by previewing next steps:
✓ Pathways will send out a summary of the meeting, including the matrix and the
draft criteria, which will include the input of all three Design Teams.
✓ Pathways will send out the matrices for the other two Design Teams and ask
Design Team members to identify about cross-team connections.
✓ Fourteen communities across the state will host Community Conversations Round
II in February/March, where local providers will offer their input on which strategies
to focus on.
✓ The Design Teams will meet all together for Meeting 4 on March 21. Location TBD.
Evaluation

Mandy encouraged participants to complete an evaluation of the meeting, either electronically
via a Google form or on a hard copy included in their meeting packets. High-level themes from
all three meeting evaluations are below (the full evaluation reports for each of the meetings
are available online).
Ninety-three percent (93%) of the 60 participants who attended the meeting responded to
the evaluation. Snapshots of participants’ primary roles and the Pathways goal they most
often work in follow:
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Participants used the following four-point scale to answer questions related to the
meeting’s outcomes, engagement, and execution: Strongly Agree [4], Agree [3], Disagree
[2], Strongly Disagree [1]. The results are presented below:

Session feedback summary table
Average
score

Outcomes

Engagement

Execution

Percent
3 or 4

Overall

3.4

95%

The objectives and intended outcomes of the
meeting were clearly defined

3.3

95%

We achieved the planned objectives and intended
outcomes of this meeting.

3.3

96%

The work of this meeting was valuable and worth
my time.

3.4

93%

The Design Team had the resources (e.g.,
organization, community, leadership, talent, time)
necessary to meet the goals of this meeting.

3.6

95%

I feel that this Design Team is engaging in work that,
if implemented, would improve third grade reading
outcomes for NC's children.

3.5

95%

Overall

3.6

95%

Members of our team were prepared and engaged.

3.5

96%

I feel my voice was heard during this meeting.

3.6

93%

I believe I have a valued role in shaping this work.

3.5

95%

Overall

3.5

95%

The meeting was well-planned and executed.

3.5

96%

Time was used effectively and efficiently.

3.5

96%

All follow-actions and next steps are clear.

3.5

93%
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Participants also offered valuable comments in the open response portion of the
evaluation. A sampling of those responses follows:
WHAT WAS THE MOST VALUABLE PART OF THIS MEETING?
●

Variety of participant experiences and professional endeavors.

●

Providing facilitation and the sharing ideas and expertise among different disciplines
and area of expertise.

●

Brainstorming ideas – great wealth of knowledge in meeting.

●

As we are narrowing down to actual strategies, it is possible to see the light at the end
of the tunnel. Viewing the items with a racial equity lens makes us stay accountable to
the overall goal of ALL children.

●

The most valuable part was the actual conversation. It was helpful to be able to have
this type of open conversation in a safe environment and learn from other's
perspectives.

WHAT DID WE DO WELL THAT WE SHOULD CONTINUE TO DO IN FUTURE MEETINGS?
●

Very organized and thorough. Excellent facilitation.

●

Have diverse stakeholders at the table.

●

Be flexible with process in response to dynamics of meeting.

●

Atmosphere is very conducive to open and honest conversations.

●

The table facilitators were great! They did a magnificent job capturing the comments
and themes that came from the conversation. They also were very strong at pulling
information from individuals at the table and reminding participants to keep an
equity lens on themes that presented themselves.

●

Clear expectations and action steps.

WHAT SUGGESTIONS DO YOU HAVE FOR WHAT WE CAN CHANGE OR HOW WE CAN IMPROVE?
●

More synthesis of materials. Has gotten too big and broad to wrap my mind around.
Guess it's the messy middle.

●

Continue to reiterate what the end goal is for Pathways.

●

If we are talking about equity and talking about youth, then I feel like we should be
providing opportunities for youth to participate in all aspects of this work.

●

More time for sharing small group work.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Based on the results of this evaluation and participant feedback, Pathways staff will adjust and
improve implementation of future meetings.
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Appendix A: Design Team Members
HIGH QUALITY BIRTH TO EIGHT CARE AND EDUCATION DESIGN TEAM
Patricia Beier
WAGES
Co-Chair

Cyndi Soter O’Neil
ChildTrust Foundation
Co-Chair

Access to Quality and Affordable Early Care and Education
Greg Borom
Children First/Communities in Schools
of Buncombe County

Page Lemel
Transylvania County Commissioner

Anna Carter
Division of Child Development and Early Education,
NC Department of Health and Human Services

Bill Mitchell
Primrose (Charlotte)
Licensed Child Care Association

Linda Chappel
Durham Pre-K Task Force; Triangle Area Child Care
Resource and Referral Services

Kerry Moore
Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools

Teka Dempson
Parent Partner and Family Advocate

Michele Rivest
NC Child Care Coalition

Matt Gross
NC Child

High Quality Teachers and Leaders

Harriette Bailey
Birth-Kindergarten Program, UNCG

Juliana Harris
Beaufort County Schools

Lorie Barnes
NC Association for the Education of Young Children

Consuellis Hawkins-Crudup
East Coast Migrant Head Start

Brenda Berg
BEST NC

Kristy Moore
North Carolina Association of Educators

Alisa Chapman
Global Research Institute, UNC

Ellen Peisner-Feinberg
FPG Child Development Institute
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Lisa Eads
NC Community Colleges

Patsy Pierce
Speech-Language Pathologist and
Early Childhood Consultant

Bonnie Fusarelli
The Northeast Leadership Academy

Sue Russell
T.E.A.C.H. Early Childhood National Center

Devonya Govan-Hunt
Govan-Hunt Staff Development & Critical Curriculum
Consulting Services

Cindy Talbert
New Hanover County Schools

Carolyn Guthrie
NC Department of Public Instruction, K-3 Literacy

Floriana Thompson
Wake Technical Community College

Positive School Climate
Kristen Blair
Education Writer

John Pruette
NC Department of Public Instruction,
Office of Early Learning

Cardra Burns
Mecklenburg Department of Public Health

David Reese
East Durham Children's Initiative

Camille Catlett
FPG Child Development Institute

Sharon Ritchie
FirstSchool

Nicky Charles
East Durham Children’s Initiative

Rhonda Rivers
Rainbow Station at Charlotte

Cynthia Dewey
NC Department of Public Instruction,
Office of Early Learning

Gerri Smith
Family Advocate, the ARC of North Carolina

Jessica Lowry
Smart Start of Robeson County

Cindy Wheeler
Division of Child Development and Early
Education, NC Department of Health and Human
Services

Eva Phillips
Ready Schools Initiative,
Winston Salem/Forsyth County Schools

Todd Wirt
Superintendent, Orange County Schools
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REGULAR SCHOOL ATTENDANCE DESIGN TEAM
Steve Lassiter
Elizabeth City-Pasquotank Public Schools
Co-Chair

Gerri Mattson
Children and Youth Branch, Division of Public
Health, NC Department of Health and Human
Services
Co-Chair

Child Health
Jennifer Caicedo
Asthma and Allergy Specialists, PA,
AAP Medical Home Champion for Allergy, Asthma
and Anaphylaxis

Alice Schenall
Rocky Mount Area Health Education Center
(AHEC)

Parrish Ravelli
Youth Empowered Solutions

Sarah Vidrine
NC Child

Missy Savage
Nash/Rocky Mount Public Schools

Parent and Family Support and Engagement
Amy Hawn Nelson
Actionable Intelligence for Social Policy
University of Pennsylvania

Karen McKnight
NC Head Start State Collaboration Office

Stacey Henderson
Hertford County Smart Start

Chris Payne
Center for Youth, Family and Community
Partnerships UNCG

Barbara Leach
Family Support Network of NC

Tina Sherman
MomsRising

Mary Mathew
East Durham Children's Initiative

Jennifer Tisdale
Salvation Army - CATCH

Colin McColskey-Leary
Communities In Schools NC
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Quality Educators and Leadership
Carla Garrett
NC Department of Instruction,
Office of Early Learning

Allison Keisler
Division of Child Development and Early
Education, NC Department of Health and
Human Services

Jill Grifenhagen
Assistant Professor, Literacy Education, NC State
University

Steve Oates
National Institute for School Leadership

Adam Holland
FPG Child Development Institute

Terry Stoops
John Locke Foundation

Positive School Climate
Amy Blessing
Pender County Schools

Kelly Langston
Whole Child Consultant, Healthy Schools
Section, NC Department of Public Instruction

Amy Jablonski
Integrated Academic and Behavior Systems, NC
Department of Public Instruction

Victoria Manning
Skeebo Foundation

Darlene Johnson
Wake County Public Schools

Duncan Munn
Early Intervention, NC Department of Health
and Human Services (retired),
NC Early Childhood Foundation Board

Sarah Kelly
Guilford County Schools

Rya Williams
Parent Partner

Jennifer Krause
RTI
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SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL HEALTH DESIGN TEAM

Kathy Pope
Board Chair, Prevent Child Abuse NC
Co-Chair

Phil Redmond
The Duke Endowment
Co-Chair

Child Health
Smokie Brawley
NC Healthy Social Behaviors Initiative,
Child Care Resources Inc.

Melissa Johnson
NC Infant and Child Mental Health Association

Marian Earls
Community Care of North Carolina

Kelly Kimple
Interim State Health Director Division of Public
Health, NC Department of Health and Human
Services

Catharine Goldsmith
NC Division of Medical Assistance

Desiree Murray
FPG Child Development Institute

Dana Hagele
NC Child Treatment Program

Jill Singer
Early Intervention Programs NC Department of
Health and Human Services

Michelle Hughes
NC Child

Pat Solomon
Family Advocate

Vivian James
NC Department of Instruction,
Preschool Exceptional Children

Sharon Spigner
Division of Child Development and Early
Education, NC Department of Health and Human
Services

Community Supports
Kia Baker
Southeast Raleigh Promise

Beth Messersmith
MomsRising

Anita Barker
United Way of NC

Quinlan Morgan
Durham Public Schools
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Hunter Blanton
Parent Partner and Family Advocate

Kristin O’Connor
Department of Social Services, NC Department of
Health and Human Services

Diane Britz
ChildFirst

Melissa Radcliffe
Our Children’s Place of Coastal Horizons Center

Pam Dowdy
Wake County Smart Start

David Tayloe
Goldsboro Pediatrics

Maty Ferrer
Hispanic Family Center

Angie Welsh
Kaleidoscope Project

Nicole Gardner-Neblett
FPG Child Development Institute

Donna White
NC Partnership for Children

Sharon Hirsch
Prevent Child Abuse North Carolina

Parent Health
Joey Bishop-Manton
Mecklenburg County
Children’s Development Services Agency (CDSA)

Nation Hahn
EdNC

Cindy Davis Bryant
Family Preservation Services

Judie Strickland
Parent Partner

Kim Greer
Trillium Health Resources

Adam Zolotor
NC Institute of Medicine
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Appendix B: Meeting Agenda

Meeting 3
December 11, 2017 Social-Emotional Health Design Team
December 14, 2017 High Quality Early Care & Education Design Team
December 18, 2017 Regular School Attendance Design Team
8:30 AM to 9:00 AM
Registration, Breakfast and Networking
9:00 AM to 9:20 AM
Welcome, Introductions and Group Reflection
Tracy Zimmerman, NC Early Childhood Foundation
9:20 AM to 9:35
Racial Equity Statements
9:35 AM to Noon
Moving to Equity Strategies
Noon to 12:30 PM Lunch
12:30 PM to 1:20 PM
Considering the Options
1:20 PM to 1:50 PM
Gallery Walk to Add Equity Strategies
1:50 PM to 2:30 PM
Criteria Development for Prioritizing Strategy Options
2:30 PM to 3:00 PM
Reflection, Data Dashboard Preview, Next Steps and Evaluation
Mandy Ableidinger, NC Early Childhood Foundation
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Appendix C: Pathways Principles

NC Pathways to Grade-Level Reading Principles
● We will be data and research-driven and informed by developmental science.
● We are committed to acknowledging and eliminating systemic inequities and
racial, ethnic, socioeconomic and ability disparities in early childhood
experiences, opportunities, and outcomes.
● We will focus on the whole child, birth-through-eight, in the context of his or her
family and community, using a multidimensional systems lens.
● We will be transparent, collaborative and accountable to one another.
● We will be informed by and hold ourselves accountable to families and
communities.
● We will have a strengths-based approach, highlighting protective factors and
preventative solutions, and be guided by compassion.
● We will work to ensure that each child has the opportunity to fulfill his or her
potential.
● We will prioritize solutions that are actionable and sustainable, and we will have
high expectations of what is achievable.
● We will be results-oriented, embracing innovation and see change as
opportunity.
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Appendix D: Reflecting on Racial Equity Statements from Meeting 2
In preparation for the meeting, Design Team participants were asked to highlight the sentence
and then the word that most resonated with them in the racial equity statements. In their
workgroups during the meeting, team members first shared the sentence and then the word
from the document that they thought were particularly significant. The significant words were
recorded by facilitators:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Disproportionately (x2)
Pathologizing (x2)
Discipline
Cultural Competence
Causes
Toxic stress
Understanding/ misEmpowered
Relationships
Unspoken rules
Communication
Inequitable
Bifurcated system
Stigmatized
Expectations
Mistrust
Babysitting
Access
Historically
Determinism
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Appendix E: Identifying Family and Community Strengths
The conversation about identifying family and community strengths was added to the SocialEmotional Health meeting at the suggestion of a Design Team member, and then included on
the agendas for the High Quality Early Care and Education and Regular School Attendance
Design Team meetings.
Design Team members were asked to consider the question below and discuss with their
workgroups:
In your experience, what protective factors, strengths, and/or assets have families and
communities of color used to help them survive and thrive?
Responses, grouped into themes and by Design Team, included:

Social Emotional Health Design Team
Parents know their children

●
●
●
●

They know their children best and are the experts. (x5)
They want what’s best for their children. (x3)
Parents are invested in their children and want the best for them.
Families are the natural habitat for their children.

Strong social supports
● Using other natural supports – friends, neighbors, coworkers, other parents (on the
playground).
● Informal care networks.
● Network – peer support.
● Social support of family/fictive kin.
● Social connections among families and neighbors are often a source of strength.
● Knowing not alone and have back with needs – family, neighbors, friends, community
centers, faith community.
● Resource parents – those who have figured out how the system works.
● Willingness to ask for help – within the community.
● Seeing someone like them who has persevered through the same obstacles.
● Parents will act on knowledge when they have it and will share with other parents.
Resilience, determination and hope
● Resilience – holding multiple jobs, arranging care.
● Determination for children to have a better life and education than prior generation.
● Celebrate parental and family resilience in spite of trauma and obstacles.
● Families develop a sense of humor and joking/laughing to cope with adversity and keep
each other going.
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●
●
●

Coping abilities.
Flexibility – explore multiple paths.
Carrying hope. “Kicking butt and taking names.”

Faith communities are source of strength
● Using faith communities as a source of support.
● Support via church/religious organizations.
● Faith community is a big strength and in rural communities, often services as a
“community center.” We can better partner to build more informal supports for families.
Resourcefulness/Creativity
● Families do the best they can with the resources they have access to.
● Resourcefulness/creativity.
● Maximize minimal resources.
Maximize other supports
● Social media support groups, blogs.
● Formal supports – doctors, teachers.
Extended family support
● Parents bring their story – multiple generations.
● Extended family support.
● Know how to build family relationships – do best for child.
Advocacy for child
● Advocate for child, advocate for family.
● Persistent advocates for services for their children.
● Willingness to advocate – persistence.
Keeping it real
● Parents bring realistic points of view – know barriers, thinking about life.
● Ability to prioritize – identify what’s most important.
● Making it real and educating others.
● Realize that it is not simple.
● Experience of not getting.
● Awareness and validation in community (those who know) of the barriers that exist.
● Growing knowledge about ACEs.
Know what is needed

●
●
●

Families know what they need to be successful.
Parents know what they need, they just need to be asked. We must meet them where
they are not where we want them to be.
Vision for success – having the end in mind.
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●
●
●

Connection to community resources (i.e., church, mental health agencies).
Develop a “family story” of “this is who we are,” to maintain self-esteem while seeking
resources.
Can be willing to be open and vulnerable to help their children.

Collective voice
● Collectively, parents have a voice.
● Powerful voice in political process – when accessed.

High Quality Birth-8 Design Team
Access
Families

●

POWER (RaceX) =

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cultural value of family, value of children as part of family support. (x2)
Faith communities, cultural strengths. (x2)
Relationships between family/ homecare childcare providers and families.
Sorority groups.
Resourcefulness, commitment to making a difference in our own communities.
Value education and the power of education to change conditions.
Hopeful outlook (for some).
Awareness of implicit bias making change possible.
System awareness and analysis.
Learning how to survive – implies inherent danger (a white system).
Capacity to know what to do and what not to do.

Regular School Attendance Design Team
Multigenerational and extended family supports
● Caring families (multi-generational) communities.
● Multi-generations – example: Latino communities/families have several generations
working/living in the same home.
● Extended family – family bonds are strong – caring for own and others’ children.
● Strong family support – extended family.
Deep community connections
● Community support – comfort in giving and receiving within their communities.
● Generosity/ radical hospitality.
● Strong connections/networks.
● Deep commitment/dedication to community.
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Connections to friends.
Elders – either in age or just presence – leader within the community and is known –
keep community together.
Stronger connection to place – historical connection to place/ history. Investment.
Knowledge of long-term inequity.
Peer to peer/navigators available within communities.
History of strong leadership and role models – both community and family-based.
Media/radio print/deejays, editors that are trusted within the community.

Faith communities
● Faith community is an asset.
● Faith communities/churches – provide place for resources to be shared – tangible or
not.
● Strong social capital of faith leaders/congregations.
● Faith/hope.
Resilience/perseverance
● Resilience.
● Perseverance.
● Persistence.
● Complexity of stories to learn from/change narrative/drive change.
Excited and willing students
● Energy and enthusiasm of children to learn.
● Excited and willing students.
● Smart children and parents.
● High expectations for their children.
Resourcefulness
● Resourcefulness/entrepreneurial spirit.
● Know where/ how to get resources – points of contact and connections.
● Connectivity between families and supports has improved.
● Recent Latino immigrant community has better birth outcomes that more established
Latino generations.
Strong cultures and beliefs
● Strong culture and beliefs/ values/ customs that are shared.
● Rich and strong culture (dress, food, art, storytelling, etc.).
Other ideas
● Strength in numbers – large numbers of people marginalized – can be a strength in
organizing for civic action.
● Youth movements in NC have resulted in substantial structural improvements
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Appendix F: Racial Equity Brainstormed Strategies
Design Team members worked from their specific Racial Equity Statements to
brainstorm strategies to address the following prompt: What should NC do, not do, or do
differently in order to ensure success for children and families of color within your workgroup’s area
of focus?
Strategies, grouped into themes, for each Design Team follow:

Social Emotional Health Design Team
Increase public awareness to destigmatize mental illness and disabilities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Normalize disabilities. (x6)
Destigmatize mental illness and receiving help for mental illness. (x6)
More public education aimed at destigmatizing mental health/postpartum depression.
Destigmatize and normalize disability and mental health for all healthcare workers.
To reduce stigma, help people tell their stories anonymously. Connect those stories to
show systemic failings.
PSA statements stating mental health help is OK to seek. In the community too –
primary care doctors, schools, community groups, etc.
Public awareness about ACEs affecting all. Recognition that toxic stress is not how life
is/should be. Take that education into the community.
Engage faith community to spread info about health, ACEs, depression, domestic
violence, etc. to help link to resources.
Use social media targeted at vulnerable communities (i.e., Zero to Three, Daddy
Matters)
Educating families of color on mental health and mental illness.
Individual health practices should have parent advisory groups.
More prevention dollars for mental health treatment.
Increased mental health support for students. Mentorship, social work, community
support, clubs, extracurriculars.
Marketing focused on African-American communities (i.e., churches) about “at risk” early
childhood indicators of mental health problems (behaviors).
Increased mental health assistance.
Fund more services to support children and adults to have mental health issues –
reduction of people living on the streets.
Don’t be so quick to engage DSS – Family might need education. Address fear of
parents who know they need mental health/depression services but afraid of contact
with DSS/losing children for trying to become a better parent.
Media campaign/presence of people of color, people with disabilities. Public TV.
Teacher education on normalization on differences in ability, race, gender, etc.
Education of both policy makers and parents about ACEs to increase understanding
and decrease stigma.
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Improve access to medical and mental healthcare for underserved populations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Affordable healthcare.
Universal health care policy.
How to increase access to services in rural counties (with more teamwork in between
agencies?)
Ensure that moms have access to health care and postpartum depression care even
without health insurance.
More effective substance abuse and mental health services for adult parents to
improve family preservation.
Improve access to health care, nutrition, early intervention
Fund mental health community and hospital supports for all children.
Investments in medical care, therapy for mental health and developmental disabilities
in rural areas.
Lack of resources for professionals to provide specialized services in rural areas.
Adequate funding and incentives for rural access and evaluate parity of access (to
health services).
Address cliff effect in public benefits eligibility
Increased access to oral health and vision screening – less available with low-income
jobs.
Need services for children and families who don’t have Medicaid – private insurance
doesn’t cover all services that Medicaid covers, also children and families without
insurance.
Need more emergency mental health service capacity for children, home-based mental
health options for children and families, trauma informed practice.
Move away from large health clinics with large caseloads and inadequate care.
Promote regional hubs for specialists that travel to remote areas. Provide funding for
specialists’ travel.

Maximize Medicaid/CHIP/ACA
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Partner with schools to use their Medicaid for students, which will enhance the
opportunity to engage families and ensure both child and family are well. All families are
not on public assistance.
Expand Medicaid – close the coverage gap. Medicaid expansion and protection of
covered services.
Universal screening for ACEs. Use Medicaid to screen for social determinants of health.
Broader access to training on your rights under Medicaid/WIC.
Policies to encourage doctors/dentists to accept Medicaid patients – incentivize.
More small family practices taking Medicaid
Medicaid (NC DMA) allow public school mental health providers to bill Medicaid for
services to children and families.
Reauthorize the CHIP program (federal).
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●

●
●
●
●
●

Without strengthening Medicaid and the ACA and saving CHIP, every other child health
goal (early intervention, mental health services, basic pediatric care, etc) will be
devastated or severely limited.
Strengthen ACA and CHIP.
Reauthorize CHIP, expand Medicaid and strengthen ACA.
Greater outreach for ACA, Medicaid.
Health equity assessment/review of policies.
Ensure funding for developmental and social-emotional screenings for all children, not
just selected populations.

Focus on Professional Development for educators to build their capacity in racial literacy and
social-emotional development
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Address implicit bias, child development and social-emotional learning in early
childhood and K-12 settings/ teacher and administrator training. (x5)
More training on disproportionate use of discipline with children of color in pre-service
and in-service training.
Invest in principal training, support, salary and coaching with focus on community
engagement. Equity training for principals.
Raise up policies that all individuals working with children have training on racial equity
and understand that implicit bias exists and impacts relationships and actions.
Early childhood behavioral support/consulting/training (child care centers, pre-K,
schools) and training on implicit bias.
Ongoing training for all individuals.
Increase teacher training on implicit bias and effective teaching practices to promote
social-emotional and literacy development.
Sensitize, teacher and mentor teachers at all levels.
Increase training for school administrators in cultural biases.
Work with kids to raise awareness of cultural issues.
Increase training for teachers and school personnel in cultural awareness in working
with kids.
Modify early childhood educators’ education curriculum to include in-depth education
about social-emotional development in pre-service training and about implicit bias.
Train teachers during coursework in several classes to individualize instruction to
support children before and during referrals.
Educate principals in early childhood best practices and require that for those in
schools with early childhood education classrooms.
Training principals and teachers on ACEs and resilience at early education and public
school levels.
Educator training on cultural competence, normalizing disability, making disability less
“scary.”
Provide professional development for providers in early childhood centers.
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●
●
●
●
●

Train all early childhood educators in equity and resilience.
Every principal in NC receives training about implicit bias. Require training at school
level for teachers/staff.
Required training for PreK and beyond about poverty, implicit bias, cultural awareness.
Throughout university course work, teach on biases, cultural and behavioral instruction.
How to teach social/emotional skills and cognitive skills to children 0-5 years old.
Treatment of child in school can be an ACE – educators should know this.

Cultural awareness training for all in-service positions, especially medical and mental health
practitioners, dentists
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Cultural competent and trauma informed workforce.
Training on implicit bias will include identifying your bias, reviewing policies and
brainstorming next steps that work.
Sensitivity to cultural norms.
Train all health care providers in resiliency and racial equity.
Training for medical/mental health professionals in cultural competence, resilience and
ACEs.
Educate medical professionals on gender differences in how men and women
approach health care and prevention.
Implementation of gender awareness in care strategies for men and women accounting
for differences.
Continuity of care in low-income communities.
Implement effective treatment models for communities of color since current practice
may be less effective.
Behavioral health services, to be effective for diverse communities, need to be
supported by vastly increased training and education, including equity and familyfocused and -informed strategies.
Include increased training on engagement skills and cultural difference in professional
education – social work, MD, PhD.
To fund more than “training” – need ongoing work – coaching, etc.
Help medical professionals with engagement skills so they can provide one on one
support for families beginning at birth and during physicals every year.

Education regarding toxic stress and trauma-informed care for providers
●
●
●

Training for medical personnel to include implicit bias and advocacy techniques for
patients.
Update education curricula to better train medical personnel in recognition of mental
health development.
Increase training in trauma-informed care in professional education.
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●
●
●
●

Increase education about toxic stress and its impact on the developing brains of
children to all levels, from parents to professionals to decision makers.
Education for mental/physical/behavioral health providers on trauma-informed
practices.
Education on ACEs, toxic stress, and trauma among health care providers.
The child health system needs a stronger commitment to trauma-informed practice,
with appropriate training and resources.

Promote evidenced-based interventions
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Holding ground so we don’t keep losing programs that we know work.
Two-generation approaches, including ensuring mental health, domestic violence,
substance abuse services for parents.
Remediation for more than three ACEs for adults. Data supports this.
Not just screening for poverty but ACEs at well child visits – for all children and all
parents – pre-natal, newborn and home visits.
Screen for ACEs in medical visits for adults (parents) and offer to link to resources.
Create a path/protocol for families to follow to ensure that their child with disability or
mental health issues gets the support they need.
Expand NC Child Treatment program – equity focus?
Promote more community interventions at elementary level for parents.
Look closer at physical and mental health issues brought on by societal issues.
Standard of care for pregnant incarcerated women; currently can be shackled in
childbirth, for example.
Provide smaller arenas where women dealing with domestic violence can feel safe and
access services.
Broaden coaching services available to parents.

Increase the pipeline of diverse mental and physical health providers
●
●
●
●
●
●

Increase the pipeline of diverse mental health providers via partnerships between
higher education institutions and mental health organizations.
Target high schools that are predominantly with students of color and encourage
higher education with specific focus on mental and health providers.
Scholarships for medical school/nursing/social work for low income and people of
color.
Offer loan forgiveness for clinicians who practice in underserved areas.
Hire more people of color in health profession/services.
Train more mental health providers of color. Increased access to higher education for
people of color to create health workforce that mirrors population. Offer tuition help
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

for people of color and low wealth to study public policy, mental health, physical health.
Scholarships, recruitment efforts, directory of clinicians of color.
Incentivize training of those who look like clients.
Racially diverse pediatrics teams.
Incentivize education careers and healthcare providers for people of color and people
from low-income communities to teach in the communities
Incentivizing teachers of color to enter the profession to reflect demographics of
students.
Incentivize teachers and principals to work in low income communities/ struggling
schools.
Providers who look like the community, to address distrust.
Provide incentives to teachers to work in low-income schools/community.
More teachers of color.
Increase scholarship opportunities for low-income students to access high quality
education (private and public).
Bring vocational studies back in high school.
Ensure there are providers in every community – nurture interest, support financially,
treat like other infrastructure.
Support pre-services future professionals from diverse backgrounds through outreach,
mentoring, scholarships, etc. to increase availability of diverse health care providers.
Public university incentivized to recruit people of minority cultures into health
professions.
Education institutions must do more than simply meet non-discrimination policies and
actively encourage/seek candidates who are non-white.
Mental health providers/health care providers who reflect communities. To address
disproportionality.
Access to counselors for college planning early in school – include parents and
caregivers.
Scholarships for MDs and other health care professionals to serve in rural and other
underserved communities (reinvigorate previous scholarship programs).
Incentives – student loans repaid for providers who go to rural areas.
Institute mental health provider recruitment programs that target traditional black
universities.
LME-MCOs need to be accountable for working with providers of color as they choose
who can provide services. LME-MCOs need to approach this as a small business issue.

Engage, empower and educate parents of color and their children in meaningful ways
●

Empower children and their families to strive for success regardless of their
developmental level.
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●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Education for families and communities on identifying causes and reframing of
behaviors that are more successful at reducing/addressing trauma at home and local
level.
Training for children that addresses self-determination and resilience.
Build trust with communication between schools. Engage with families who were
unsuccessful in schools – two-generation approaches.
Implement culturally appropriate family engagement practices in all early learning
settings.
Study instances of success – decisions made with authentic engagement – and
replicate.
Capture the process and success.
Use cooperative extension groups and students in colleges to help parents understand
importance of B-5.
Empower children to advocate for themselves in an appropriate manner. Building skills
for jobs and community.
Work with state and local decision makers towards inclusiveness of all cultures in
decision-making activities.
Ask communities, rather than tell.
Survey communities to determine the needs and provide funding to support changes.
Use strengths-based approach to planning: implementation of strategies.
Education for families in family-friendly, reading level-appropriate language.
Mentorship programs that also engage support parents as partners.
Help parents understand that controlling/verbal abusive behavior can be domestic
violence.
Help negotiating the system – the time that takes impacts parents’ ability to work. Need
help negotiating the services available to them.
Support for parents of dual language learners and skilled workforce to match dual
language learner needs.
More community/university interaction, with grade schools year-round for academic
success.
Every parent needs to receive information on social media about how to prepare child
for pre-K.
Education to navigate system.
Provide parenting education in the workplace.
Reduce power and stigma gap by educating all parents equally about services, not just
ones that “need” it.
Improve public awareness at all levels that parent education should be normal (i.e., for
all parents), not for “problem parents.”
Use coaching, not telling, to build capacity.
Partner with parents’ current social systems (i.e., schools, places of faith, other
community groups) to pull small groups of families together to discuss what is possible,
how the school can benefit from what they bring to the table.
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Reach out to parents of color to meet them where they are, build trust and connect them with
resources
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Outreach to engage/support particularly vulnerable parent populations, including:
- Teen parents.
- Incarcerated/formerly incarcerated parents.
- Grandparents parenting.
- Foster parents.
- Homeless parents.
- Undocumented parents.
- Non-English speakers.
Go to neighborhoods so more community involvement with parents of color/ability to
increase engagement.
Focus on place-based service development and delivery – in specific neighborhoods.
Home visits for follow-up.
Offer access to home visiting, parent education and family preservation services in
place-based targeted areas where investments are needed.
Design access to home visiting and parent education so it is available in communities
and institutions that are trusted and not those perceived as having power over.
Expand and align a continuum of parent education and home visiting services
statewide (accessible to families in every county).
Start early teaching that support within and across a community is valued. Build trust
beginning with first exposure to other people outside the home.
Allow for in-depth home visiting, doctor visits where doctors educate parents. Promotes
buy-in that care, concern exists. (Happening in Durham County)
Offer short term universal home visiting prenatally and to new parents to offer
supports.
Fund universal home visiting for new parents.
Develop universal and free community resources.
Availability/access along is insufficient, unless services are trusted.
Get the word out in language people understand.
Training in communication skills.
Improve family supports to children that help keep families together.
Focus conversations on helping self and others with people who mirror the community.

Strengthen partnerships between home and school, as well as school and community
organizations
●
●

Collaboration with the school, business and child care community on how we can
support all children and families.
Invest in innovation by cross-sector of families/neighborhoods, developing their own
solutions.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Partner with all faith organizations in each community.
Community forums – family engagement and leadership committees.
Childcare centers and community health centers should provide parent groups for
education/engagement, job training, skill building.
Screenings/services offered in non-traditional settings in communities to address
distrust, for example: salons, barber shops, churches, etc.
Engage faith communities with specific efforts to support families, rather than general
calls for help.
Pilot community building programs that tie social services, employment, education and
faith community in high poverty neighborhoods.
Communities develop cross-sector teams focused on community supports and partner
with organizations and community leader of color to solicit input from people of color.
Public schools in high poverty neighborhoods become community resource hubs
through partnerships.
Investments in schools – making them multi-use community hubs for parents and kids
– job training, laundry, etc.
Prevention, education in faith communities, community centers, schools, etc.
Bring agencies together several times a year to brainstorm solutions and know how to
access resources.

Support parents of color in having a voice in policy advocacy efforts
●

●
●

Parents of color must be supported to have a voice in policy advocacy efforts. Medicaid
managed care – both physical and mental health – must have powerful consumer
advocacy voice at the table/parents of color. Nonprofit agencies engaged in parent
leadership efforts should focus efforts on parents of color.
Support for incarcerated, re-entering and undocumented parents to make their voices
heard.
Trainings by parents and constituents for incoming legislators and other elected
leaders on what communities live with. Community Café model.

Diversify leadership and stakeholders
●
●
●
●
●

Develop a political pipeline of people of color and especially women who have
experienced these challenges.
Specifically recruit people of color for key decision-making roles and positions.
On local level, engage community and informal group leaders to identify and support
people of color to run for office and have and give voice to concerns.
Women and children present at highest levels of power.
Re-think who should be mandatory participants on boards, commissions with lens
towards parents/families served.
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●
●
●
●

Inclusion of racially diverse families in programs – in decision-making roles.
Hiring leadership – ensure a diverse candidate pool.
Political parties recruit people of color to run for elected office.
Elected leaders – encourage young people to seek office.

Prioritize funding and access to support kids and families of color – more equitable distribution
of resources
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Education services – provide additional funding to low wealth communities to support
learning in the 21st century.
Advocate for parity in school funding.
Equitable education funding across high and low poverty areas.
Policies to make school resources more fairly distributed.
Develop educational funding policies that promote integrated, high quality educational
settings (birth-age 8), by race and income.
Provide resources that are independent of property values.
Increase access to education and financial aid.
Equalize educational funding across all settings.

Increase access to high quality services for young children, where they live
●

Increase accessibility of high quality Pre-K programs for people of color.

●
●

Free and/or subsidized child care for all, including before- and after-school.
Start after school mentoring programs with high-income students serving low-income
kids with school, homework and projects.
Increase availability of childcare subsidies.
Increase availability of high quality childcare.
Increase access to affordable, high quality early learning settings.
Focus on high quality child care subsidies.
Improve childcare. Increase the number of high quality childcare services and ACEs
screenings in high poverty neighborhoods.
Increase income cut-offs for families to maintain eligibility for services.
Update star system so more people of color can access more readily.
Make it possible for people of color to put their children into 5 star centers – focused
on quality rather than just health, safety, payment.
Address lack of affordability and sufficient subsidy so that all families have access to
high quality early education and well-paid and trained early childhood educators.
Eliminate subsidy wait list for childcare.
Equal opportunity for high-quality education – standards the same across all schools,
access to early childhood education, access to college and military, technical schools
options after high school

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Qualifying for childcare subsidies is difficult – application process is complicated, asking
about families’ dynamics (where is dad?) is a barrier.
Universities could open more small childcare centers staffed with education and mental
health college and graduate students.
Free/low-cost training for community members about B-5 development and assistance
opening facilities in low-wealth areas.
Make early education (0-5) part of the public education system.
Affordable quality childcare.
Access to care at different times of day (not miss work).
More funding for after-school programs.
Expand free or low cost childcare programs. They are a huge need.
Improve access to early childhood care and services to enable future workforce
opportunities.

Revamp discipline policies so they work for kids of color
●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●

Address overwhelming data about inequities of treatment of some students (i.e. black
males) even in very early ages (i.e., Rosemarie Allen’s work).
Consistent consequences for behavior, AND keep kids in class as much as possible.
Identification of developmental delays, ACEs, trauma. Provide valid screenings to reduce
expulsions of young children from early childhood settings, particularly AfricanAmerican boys.
Punishment fit the crime. Identify what is driving behavior. Assessment – identify needs.
Address needs when possible. Check for disabilities. Refer for supports. Peer Support.
Parent/caregiver support. What they need at a level they want, with required support.
No suspension – special teaching room or self-calming area with social worker, nurse.
Eliminate zero tolerance policies that take children out of schools and classrooms.
No more in-school or out-of-school suspensions for elementary school. Use behavioral
interventions.
Get rid of suspension in elementary, because in-school and out of school suspension
takes children out of classes.

Increase access to paid leave and workplace flexibility
● Address economic policies that disproportionately harm families of color, specifically:
- Lack of access to paid family and medical leave.
- Lack of access to paid sick and safe days.
- Lack of pregnancy/lactation accommodations. We are one of only four states in the
country with no pregnancy protections beyond federal law. And there is a study
currently been conducted by the Duke child and family policy center in connection
with the child fatality task force on this.
● Paid sick laws include time for addressing domestic violence and sexual assault issues.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Paid parental leave and job protection for parents, especially with child in hospital.
National paid parental leave policies.
Increased policies (like paid leave) that support moms attending postpartum visits.
Data to show how flexible, paid parental time off work can decrease ACEs and improve
child health and education outcomes.
At least 8 weeks paid leave for newborn child and mother.
Support for families in child welfare system (not just the child) so family has support to
reunify.
Provide flexibility in workplace to balance work/family at all wage levels.
Paid maternity leave for at least one month.
Paid family leave for all income levels.
Expand policies providing paid leave for new parents.
Paid family leave campaign for non-white collar employees.
Intentional examination of policy impacts on families (low-income, race, ability) and their
needs, which impact in turn the long-term health of NC.
Advocate for child welfare policies that support with bias mothers remaining at home
with infants.
Paid parental leave, benefits for paid time off to include school visits.

Increase access to living wages
● Living wage. (x10)
● Increase salaries of starting child care teacher to living wage.
● Address child care workforce compensation – scholarships/support.
Economic and business strategies
● Policies that support hiring and family-supportive benefits in business across the state.
● Expand economic opportunities for all – grow the economy. Tax policy. Embrace
multiple economic strategies.
● Encourage companies to enhance benefits to include number of hours to go to your
child’s school and volunteer at school.
● Tax policies targeting low-income families.
● Medicaid and TANF benefits, federal reform, child welfare reform.
● Reform welfare policies to better support families as a whole and offer graduated
support as family income increases to promote income stability.
● Address welfare policies to decrease stigma and incentivize employment.
Interrupt prison pipeline
● Juvenile justice system reform.
● Services for young children to interrupt prison pipeline, particularly for black boys.
● In middle and high school, teach about the laws and rules in the community and how
jail/prison affects the family.
● Deferred programs that help keep families together while sentence served for crime.
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●

Alternatives for preschool to prison pipeline – mindfulness, implicit bias training,
meditation rooms. Teaching parents these techniques as well.

Make sure school cultures are welcoming and provide school-based holistic support
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Racial equity training as part of high school curriculum.
Year-round schools.
Ensure one diagnosis (i.e., intellectual disability) doesn’t limit services for other learning
issues children may have.
Create institutionalized support for PTAs.
Keep PE/Health/recess in schools.
Increased nurses in every school.
Nurse in every school.
Have child and family support teams in each elementary school and PreK (nurse, social
worker) so the total picture can be captured.
Reinvest in guidance counselors, social workers, school nurses. All can help parents
negotiate the system.

Educate decision-makers about needs of people of color, racial equity and implicit bias
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Provide training to help all decision-makers (state and local) to recognize their own
implicit bias and to consider the impact of policies on people of different races.
Lawmakers must consider the long-term effects of policies despite the financial
implications of those policies (i.e., social-emotional needs, health insurance, Medicaid,
well-child, etc).
Education on history of trauma for public and policy makers.
Training on “equity does not equal equality” – look at barriers to receiving services or
access to services.
Training and engagement on implicit bias – white normative culture is unaware of its
own beliefs. Don’t know how to engage in conversations.
In each county, training for diverse community leaders to talk and plan together to work
toward racial equity.
Examination by decision makers of policies and practices which limit access to services
– either intentionally or not – or separate populations.
Discontinue ineffective programs and services. Fund the best and fund in communities.
Legislative agencies must believe in equality and support bills that foster groups
becoming more closely aligned (i.e., more funding for poverty, equal access to
Medicaid).
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Inform about history, legacy and realities of racial inequity and the need to change mindsets
●
●

●

Community members, legislative and local governing bodies must change mindset of
human differences. People are people.
Leadership needs to talk about white privilege, systemic racism, systemic failings,
historically oppressive policymaking. They need to talk about the need to rebuild the
system.
Truth and reconciliation process to acknowledge historical racism.

Strengthen neighborhoods and communities
● Bring to scale proven strategies like Harlem Children’s Zone that help children meet
their potential through strengthening parental knowledge.
● More community gardens, with mindfulness of power dynamics.
● Have commissioners do walk through of how funding looks in wealthy vs. impoverished
neighborhoods.
● Beautify neighborhoods of schools to increase self-esteem (gardens, etc).
● Educate on community upkeep, stability, belonging.
● Do mix it up community activities (event where diverse community members engage
with someone they normally would not).
● Promote sister communities – have a wealthy community partner with an impoverished
community.
● Address food insecurity in neighborhoods – pantries, summer lunches, grocery stores,
community gardens.
● Beautify low-income communities, ex: Northside Community Center in Chapel Hill.
● Channel and use power of retirees’ knowledge and skills.
● State investments in local and state parks with integrated transportation.
● Community revitalization initiatives that intentionally and actively are led by residents.
● Some ways to create safety in communities – community policing.
● Use closed schools as a community resource.
● Encourage longevity in communities – good schools, affordable housing.
● Community level focus on the physical places children spend time (neighborhoods).
● Intentionality of cities, agencies and businesses to locate in and serve variety of
neighborhoods and needs.
● Economic policies that will disproportionately lift families of color out of poverty/lowincome. Strengthen/keep supplemental policies that support low income families (child
care subsidy, health insurance, SNAP, housing)
● Policies that promote/fund community food stores, Healthy Corner Store initiative,
recruitment of grocery stores, walkable communities, green space for all communities.
● Promote wellness with community gardens and nutrition workshops, perhaps college
student practicums to teach parents and children about health.
● Offer monetary incentive to business development in high-poverty neighborhoods.
● Addressing issues with links to gun violence – support for re-entry for formerly
incarcerated people, support for teens – activities, etc, increased economic opportunity.
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●
●

Circles of Support – program to build social capital.
Eliminate lead hazards and other toxic substances in workplaces (along with housing,
childcare locations, schools and water).

Improve housing options
● Educate on the role of housing and concrete supports in providing stability necessary
for children’s social emotional health.
● Create low cost housing in areas with access to needed resources like good schools,
churches and stores.
● Specifically address social capital issues including housing quality and other community
strengthening resources that can powerfully impact children.
● Provide higher standards for families that live in multi-family housing during the first 3
years. Check in.
● Encourage community planning that includes diverse socio-economic, racial and ability
housing and supports.
● Improve conditions of current housing while simultaneously encouraging creation of
more diverse communities.
● Revise housing policies to support low-income housing options integrated within highincome communities.
● Advocate for affordable housing for families throughout all communities plus access to
services.
● Integrate affordable and low-income housing into suburban communities. Expand
homeownership. Increased access to affordable housing – home loans, funding for
housing trust fund, increased Section 8, development plans that include affordable
housing requirements.
● Identification and support for remediation of unsafe housing conditions such as lead
exposure.
Improve public transportation infrastructure
● Affordable, accessible, dependable transportation. (x3)
●
●
●
●
●
●

State pre-K funding to include money for providing transportation for children.
Statewide transportation services, especially in rural areas.
Publically funded/subsidized transportation.
Increased funding for public transportation – especially in rural communities.
Increase public transportation options and routes. Door to door service for those with
disabilities (i.e., GoCary).
More bus service in low wealth areas.

Support financial education
● Educate the community on budgeting and life skills to be able to afford a home or rent.
● Incorporate financial/economic literacy programs in parent education to address
social/wealth/capital disparities.
● Include financial stability supports.
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Provide relevant job training
●
●
●

Provide hands-on training for jobs during high school. Importance of insurance, how to
access services, how to eat healthy when my family doesn’t.
Fund healthy free meals and childcare when training is provided in the community.
Create free job training or inform low-income families of job training to help them
achieve more skills for higher paying jobs.

Others
● LGBTQ.
● Increase both sensitivity and services for the population of parents, families, children
and communities impacted by the opioid epidemic.
● Education of insurance providers to include highly educated trauma providers in
networks.
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High Quality Birth-8 Early Care and Education
Target professional development for educators to include racial literacy and social-emotional
development
●
●

Education – building tools: competency in racial literacy/ equity. (x2)
We must keep our work integrated and aligned – in professional development, there
must be Continuing Education Units (CEUs) around racial literacy.

●

Expand programs like TEACH that provide education for teachers.

●
●

Relational pieces – classroom, student/ teacher, believe little kids can learn?
There needs to be a focus on racial literacy; B-5 is a challenge and where there are B16
gaps [Howard Steplenson – Promoting Racial Literacy in Schools].
Teachers of color (0-5) what they bring in with expectations that these kids of color will
be targeted in school so focus is on behavior instead of literacy. Opportunity is missed
to educate and learn how to question and advocate for themselves.
Call out educators on the perception that “parents of color don’t care or value
education” Ask, ask, ask, ask – talk about the myth. (How many white parents are
actually engaged? We aren’t!) People of color likely do more and are called out for doing
less.
Professional development that comes with coaching and implementation strategies –
not just learn and go [First School at FPG – coaching teachers on cultural and literacy
awareness].
Recognition that brain development in age 0-3 is 85% there.
Documentary on resilience – understand what trauma looks like and how that affects
children’s behavior (particularly children of color).
Public School Forum program, bring to scale.
Changing practice with how kids get referred to the office and providing a safe space.
Do this without lowering expectations overall/ outcome.
Prioritize the education around social/ emotional development; must have competency
about effect of trauma on kids.
Create a universal design because of what we know about kids of color – it will benefit
all kids.

●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Engage and Empower parents of color and their children in meaningful ways
●
●
●

Pay parents who are not “working” when they are at the “table” creating strategies but
no organization sent them or are paying them to be there.
From the beginning families must have space to shape child’s education; people of
color must be “invested in” in order to be part of their child’s educational community.
Agencies must involve families as owners in child’s education and the policies that affect
it; have schools’ agencies as places where families can get “holistic” services because
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●

●
●

●

success is not just about academics (i.e., Village of Wisdom model in Durham – strength
based).
Community schools model to provide family supports and education and bring families
into schools in a non-threatening way:
o Homework diners – meal and homework support for families in evening.
o Non-traditional hours are important.
o Communities in Schools model.
Redefine “family involvement”.
Ways to engage parents and families – coaching on how to connect with parents and
empower that to be an ally given that teachers are white/ female creates a power
dynamic that we need to be aware of.
Empower parents to know how they can advocate with teachers in school – questions
to ask – they need to teach the teachers.

Reach out to parents of color to meet them where they are, build trust and connect with
resources
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

How to validate mistrust of systems and begin re-creating relationships between
parents and schools at the local level?
First few days of school: lay out the relationship between parents and students of color
– not lip service. Builds trust.
Liaisons with community.
Employ people whose job it is to go out into the community and meet families, parents,
engagement coordinators.
Meet parents where they are; engage them according to their context which requires
relationship building.
Go out to churches to reach parent of color and share information – go to them.
Carefully with recognition of what they do know and respect for what they do. And
invite them to share their assets/ knowledge.
Family Resource Centers – connected to other infrastructures like churches, schools –
for parent education/ resources.
I wish my teacher knew project” – ask kids, ask parents. To understand the needs of the
parents/ teachers.
Empower principals to do home visits or building relationships with parents and kids of
color – principal share how beneficial this is.
Ready to learn – employee going out to the community to engage kids and parents
before they being – story-time for toddlers in the school, immunizations in the school.
Early education to K-3 transition support for parents (Example: Head Starts in LEAs).
Leverage the capital of informal/ community groups (usually women) and also
supporting them; resources must “meet people” where they are; take an inventory of
these groups and build relationships with its members (community centers,
neighborhood playgroups, etc.).Diversify leadership and stakeholders
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ESSA as a vehicle to ensure local/ school leadership is representative of population –
through School Improvement Teams.
Support/ encouragement for women and people of color to run for office.
Invite a wider range of participants to policy-making conversations.
Expand options for leadership training to parents, other communities (Example: Smart
Start partnerships have run some of these).
Involvement and leadership of PTAs – state PTA works with school PTAs to create more
inclusive PTAs – leadership pipelines for parents.
Exclusive/ intentional seats for families of color.
What people must think about power and giving it up (i.e. who is on boards,
committees, etc and what are their roles?).
Persons in formal power must give up capacity to families to determine what is and is
not working.

Increase access to high quality services for young children, where they live and update the star
system
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Need to create more high quality services near where children live, taking into account
work schedules.
Increase access to formalized settings.
Higher rates to providers in high poverty, underserved, rural communities – through
LEAs or paid to private providers.
Need to increase quality in “informal” settings.
Differentiated rate structure – more targeted to communities of high poverty.
Increase K-12 funding to include 3 & 4 year olds in public schools – add funding stream.
Update star rated license system to also include teacher-child interactions, i.e., CLASS
system.
Funding to help 1, 2, and 3 star centers and serving vulnerable communities improve
their star rating – quality enhancement dollars.
5-star rating – ratings give parents false belief that my kid will be better there – include
instruction in the evaluation.
Revamp star rating system (i.e., Frank Porter Graham School Center—first school
project – focus on classroom Practice).
Childcare centers in high poverty areas don’t have money to increase and sustain
quality (star rating) – need to support training/ higher education for teachers, etc., to
increase star ratings. One strategy – differentiated rates for high-poverty areas.
Need multiple whole-child, whole-family models to ensure high quality care for all
infants/ toddlers, whether at home or a center. That includes access to high quality
center care. (Early Head Start, home-based, subsidy priority, center-based).
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Revamp discipline policies so they work for kids of color
●
●
●
●
●

Incorporate cultural competency into disciplinary policy.
Consider eliminating the punitive disciplinary policy.
Recognize that our young adults of color are also traumatized and need to be helped,
not punished.
Universal design on teaching behavioral expectations (routines, strategies) to build
community – we live together and integrate strategies across race.
There is a need to mentor/ train teachers around appropriate discipline of students;
don’t “penalize” teachers for “unruly” classes (student behavior given too much weight).

Fix policies that disproportionately harm families of color
●

●
●
●

Supporting and valuing parents as first teachers rather than creating system where
have to do low wage work and put child in low quality child care to be cared for by
another low-wage worker.
Paid family leave policies, including maternity/ paternity leave.
Living wage policies.
Revamping policies that support parents staying home.

Implement “design with” approach
●
●
●
●

Stop planning and design for instead of with at highest levels of school systems. Do help
them understand this will bring a bigger likelihood of success.
Put ideas out from the beginning and not once plans have happened.
Ask parents what they actually need – may find out they need different strategies
(playgroups instead of Pre-K). See Marilyn Friend for her work on true collaboration.
Include students (young people of color) in co-creating education process.

Educate decision-makers
●
●
●

Help the decision-makers make equitable decisions by educating on exactly what the
data means.
More lobbyists (power brokers) for early education.
Share the data (stories, etc) over and over again with decision-makers

Broaden NC PreK subsidy so more families can participate
●

Change eligibility for NC PreK and subsidy so more are eligible. Increase income
threshold allowed:
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●

●

▪ 75% SMI.
▪ Use Federal guidelines.
Reduce subsidy waiting list BUT work requirement for subsidy eligibility means
increasing income levels could just perpetuate inequities because so much less work
access for communities of color and subsidy eligibility built on work requirement.
Support for families that don’t quite meet subsidy guidelines.

Implement high quality early education professional development
●

●
●

High quality early education professional development on parity with public education
teachers by public payor. (Example: Through QRIS system, new funding stream that
incentivizes) Don’t currently have enough Smart Start or state dollars.
Create common set of teacher education standards and ratings for teacher evaluations
for this workforce.
Create and require teacher education that includes competencies around cultural
competence, supporting kids social-emotional health, community connectedness/
family supports – both for early educator license, B-K and K-3 licenses [example: Head
Start standards and competencies as a model].

Incentivize educators to work in early education
●
●
●

Loan forgiveness for early educators – could tie to high-need school.
Teaching Fellows type program for 0-5 teachers.
Raise teacher pay – especially 0-3 and avenues without cost for licensure.

Build accountability into system re: behaviors that demonstrate equity
●

●
●
●

DPI should change its licensure structure (i.e., in Ohio there is a P-3 license); mandate
so many racial equity hours to renew license; even principals/ administrators must have
B-3 license; this applies to those who are doing home care as well.
Racial literacy ought to be in assessments and evaluations.
Tie accountability systems to equity work (example: through ESSA).
As a system operate from the ethos that racial equity is about helping all children (i.e.,
John Powell’s targeted universalism).

Make changes in the type of data that is collected and shared
●
●

Breakdown data more hyper-local to know what is really available/ accessible.
Collect data on innovative ideas for interruptions to the status quo. Those thinking
outside the box.
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●

Transparency and awareness around the data and what it shows (good and not so
good). Policy makers, educators, leaders in schools, faculty.

Incentivize education careers for people of color and people from low-income communities to
teach in the communities
●
●

Incentivize education careers for people of color and people from low-income
communities to teach in their communities.
Support teachers of color into education leadership/ administrator positions (example:
Master’s degree support through RTT grant).

Deepen teacher preparation programs in racial equity and social-emotional development
●
●

Instruction about trauma, brain development, etc. within the colleges of education for
incoming teachers.
Teach (as faculty) as you want students to teach in the classroom – models for the
strategies – Be able to teach everyone – how black and brown boys learn.

Focus on assets in schools and community (appreciative, strengths-based mindset)
●
●

System stop perpetuating this story about “low performing” multi-failure schools – tell
story about assets in schools, in community.
Celebrating the fact that people of color “built this joint” (i.e., the country); changing the
story about the “Welfare” queen.

Inform about history, legacy and realities of racial inequity
●

●

Need deep education in history and reforms in racial literacy – Foundation for on a
macro level reckoning with the damage done to families/ kids of color in educational
systems.
Transparency – race/ racism as an issue must be explicitly incorporated in everything.

Others
Accessibility to education (i.e., loan forgiveness, free higher education).
Teach child development to all students in high school – they will become parents likely
– and they have developmentally incorrect expectations (people of color interpret it
differently perhaps because of the scrutiny).
● Do more work in school (projects, etc) instead of as “homework” – busy work does not
have a role in learning. Make the classroom more engaged during the day (every
minute) (starts with strategy for parents of color and works for all).
● Redistricting of schools to racially reintegrate – example of Charlotte’s new redistricting
plan (then what about ‘white flight’) and white legacy Black/ Brown etc., remains –
change the environment to show the culture.
●
●
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Regular School Attendance Design Team
Incentivize education careers for people of color and people from low-income communities to
teach in the communities
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Staff must have teachers of color for ALL schools as a means of shifting power.
Need diverse personnel overall.
Hiring practices – bilingual staff at majority or high Latino (second language) student.
Prioritize that asset. Skills over credentials when appropriate.
Incentivize high school students of color to go into Early Childhood Education – to go to
colleges of education. Raise salaries for the field. Provide early experience with teaching
for high schools [votech].
Adults transition into the teaching field – make it easier – target professionals of color.
“America for Teachers” – recruit from communities of color – come from communities
being served – “Teaching Fellows” pay for college 4-5 year commitment.
Get teachers of color back into the communities that need them – Title 1 schools.
Recruiting and incentivizing administrators and teachers that reflect the children in
school – more males.
Robust teaching fellows program (a focus on HBCUs).
Incentives for teachers of color (Ensuring affordable housing in communities: across all
levels of education).
Focused, intentional strategies to get male teachers.
Invest further in resources ($, etc.) to support licensure and degrees in Pre-K teaching
population where a lot of teachers of color are.
Loan repayment programs to incentivize working in underserved communities.
Recruit from within communities – encourage/ incentivize to return after education.
Identify scholarships, etc. loan forgiveness for students interested in teaching –
communicate in high school/ community colleges.

Target professional development and support for teachers to include racial literacy and socialemotional development
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Racial equity training for teachers, administrators, etc.
Build a store of knowledge where I truly learn with it over time and learn how to apply it
practically – how to build a social-emotionally healthy classroom/ school. With practicebased coaching. Get rid of other stuff.
Educate administrators/ principals on early childhood and social-emotional health.
Training school staff on implicit bias.
Must support staff to have a racial equity lens (be different).
Show school staff the neighborhoods/ living conditions of children in the school to help
them see the child in their context.
Professional Development with staff and include families – modeling.
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●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Professional development should involve mentoring – intentionally have mentors that
are people of color/ parents too.
Teacher awareness (baseline training) on effect of generational trauma.
Teacher education around behavioral/ mental health.
Systematic professional development and coaching for serving all (meaning children of
color, needs) families – pre-service and in-service teachers. Part of the conversations
“see the problem” with the families – only see the “results of the problems” (i.e. Head
Start model) (PD, family piece) MN-family resource people – job is to engage families in
ECE.
Teachers and Students: Encourage them to have reflective practice and continually
work on self-awareness.
Adopt policies with financial resources to provide equity training (compensation,
substitutes, etc).
Value based training – inclusion, family supports, cultural competency.
Have teachers skilled in learning styles and ability to teach to them.
Ensure teachers and health providers and school administrators learn about social
determinants of health, ACES, resilience factors, importance of building relationships
with children and families in education, pre-service and in-service training.

Maximize school-based care
●
●
●
●
●

School-based health clinics, including mental health, oral health, nutrition, social work
that serve children as well as adults. (x10)
Manage obesity, asthma, chronic health conditions in schools and primary care.
Increase access to mobile units that will do KHAs, vaccines.
Mobile clinics at schools first 30 days of school. Families without KHA go straight to
clinic. Opportunity to connect them to formal services – medical home, Medicaid, etc.
School nurse in every school.

Engage and empower parents of color and their children in meaningful ways
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Shift from “traditional” ways of engaging families of color (show them they are valued).
Create school cultures of flexibility so there are many options/ opportunities to engage.
Broader avenues for parents to be engaged in children’s education and advocate for
children.
Teaching families how to advocate for their health care needs.
Video conferencing opportunities for parent engagement/ meetings, etc.
Digital opportunities – videotape meeting/ principal.
Teachers and administrators model the rapport and relationships.
Center on interpersonal communication in addition to “public speaking” and “teaching,”
work with parents one on one.
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●
●

●
●

Expectations on communication mediums – email? Face to face? (beyond convenience
to what works).
Personalize the interactions with families – each child, each family – intensely personal.
Communicating importance of attendance before K and why attendance matters every
day K-onwards.
Engage/ involve diverse families of color in setting agendas, especially around decisions
that affect outcome assets.
Involve families in all steps – planning, implementation, evaluation – ensure support to
be involved in childcare, transportation, convenient to parents, mentor/ advocate to
support ongoing involvement.

Reach out to parents of color to meet them where they are, build trust and connect with
resources
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Intentional outreach (explain processes into communities).
Home visits – teachers (Example: Pre-K classes in district schools required to do home
visits).
Form relationships and establish rapport to enable the power of a home visiting
program.
Principal going to the community weekly to interact with parents and students in their
neighborhood.
Investments in schools getting out into the community instead of requiring parents to
come into schools.
School can use its transportation differently to “meet parents where they are”.
Offer universal programming such as home visiting B-3 years.
Combine services where people who need them are – neighborhood hubs around
schools).
School connections with community organizations is critical (i.e., all outcomes are
affected by services beyond the school).
Expand child and family supports teams to connect families with resources.

Prioritize funding and access to support kids of color
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Resources – allocated to communities of color as a priority (also requires mobilization
politically).
People of color need easier access (example: vouchers).
Identify community grants/ resources to support programming/ school climate work.
Access to quality charter schools.
Access to transport and meals at charters.
Support implementation of policies we set: use research “out there” to make them.
All students must have access to all systems of support.
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Increase funding in schools generally (B-12)
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Well-funded schools are needed.
Funding for support staff (i.e., psychologists).
Retain superstars in the districts and grades that are effective – compensate to stay.
More funding for teachers, assistants, school nurses – assistants used to be bus
drivers. Now bus drivers aren’t reliable (it’s a part-time job so juggling) so kids don’t
show up for school or miss breakfast.
Got to invest in more support for teachers.
Improve compensation for teachers/ articulate benefits – childcare, PreK, school.
Return a robust teaching fellows program.

Strengthen partnerships between home and school, as well as between school and community
organizations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

More opportunities to collect phone numbers (example: when return report cards to
school).
Adding more contact/ follow up policies to communicate with people of color.
Schools should partner more with service organizations in the community
School understands/ knows available community resources (nonprofit/ county/ public/
private).
Communities to rally around schools to advocate for themselves.
Holistic approach in engaging various entities (service providers, etc.) in touch with
families of color.
City can provide community services connected to school, including summer and after
school care to increase access to services, exercise facilities – community hub model.
Engage family advocates vis-à-vis language, family rights, etc.

Revamp discipline policies so they work for kids of color
●
●
●

●
●
●

Reassess discipline policies.
Develop alternate suspensions/ expulsion policies – follow and train according to
Positive Behavior Intervention Supports.
Define expulsions and suspension (sending to Principal’s office, pick up your kids “he
can’t handle today” that is missed class/ instruction time – with support for educators –
teach them).
Bad practice: discipline – walk at recess – walking is seen as negative.
Recess should not be taken away because of discipline issues.
Increase physical activity at school – include how to include it in learning (educate
teachers) – adopt policy so recess is not taken away punitively.
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●

Restorative Justice (example: Thinking for a Change at Department of Corrections). Can
happen in classroom and also other places such as community centers, other child
service systems.

Make sure school cultures are welcoming (atmosphere; diverse curriculum; school calendar)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Children of color reflected in school materials.
Building a welcoming attitude – engages all school staff in making it happen.
Integrating different languages into curriculum.
Year-round schools, particularly for children of color to avoid summer slide and lack of
opportunities in summer.
Create school climate plan.
Using energizers in the classroom – physical activity related to the math or reading
lesson – can be student led.
Offer alternative learning environments:
- Different types of seating.
- Can be student-led.
- Walking classroom.

Maximize Medicaid
●
●
●
●
●
●

Medicaid expansion.
Hard to get into primary care for asthma issues especially with Medicaid versus private
insurance.
Practices that are primarily taking Medicaid are beyond capacity (can’t get
appointments).
Increase Medicaid reimbursement, especially dentists.
Integrate PH and MH in 1115 Medicaid waiver.
Other children allowed on Medicaid vans.

Broaden what medical support professionals can do
●
●
●

Have dental hygienists be able to do more – working at top of scope.
NC at the bottom of states for what it allows hygienists to do/ don’t allow to practice
independently.
Licensure issues around scope of practice – ensure that CNAs and NAs can administer
medications.
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Better treatment of asthma
●
●
●

Better pipeline for asthma – referrals to specialists and actually going. Connections
between primary care and Emergency Departments.
Education for teachers, administrators, parents on asthma prevention and treatment,
importance of exercise, perception of symptoms before reach distress.
Public education around symptoms of asthma – African Americans and boys less likely
to recognize and acknowledge symptoms.

Access to medical care for all is critical
●
●
●

Universal healthcare.
All kids in medical homes. CC4C to manage asthma cases. Connection between CC4C
and medical home/ primary care.
Integration of 504 plans, IEPs, Individual Health Plans/ Emergency Action Plans into
EHRs.

Better access to mental health providers
●
●

Ensure access to mental health counseling at school/ school nurses to help deal with
social determinants of health kids are facing daily.
Building better access to mental health providers and communicate these resources
are available in school/ in community – knowing these people to create relationships.

Focus on assets and strengths when working with kids and families of color schools
●
●
●
●

●

Use strengths-based approach to planning and implementation of strategies.
Schools intentionally share positive news about individual child and school.
Shift the paradigm that parents are barriers not assets – they are the experts on their
children.
Emphasis upon how schools mentor people of color and do parent education – with an
eye towards doing this from a strength-based approach (i.e., need to think about
assessment tools, etc).
Environmental stereotyping – (families of color, disabilities, etc. are a problem) get away
from low expectations of families. Positive examples of families of color not as
exceptions/ exemplars, but all the time.

Improve transportation
●
●
●

Schools planning (events, meetings) should intentionally consider transportation.
Rides after school to parks and recreation activities.
Investment in high quality public transportation, including medical services.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Rural area schools have huge catchment areas, which makes transportation,
engagement by parents very difficult.
More bus drivers so kids aren’t on busses at 5 am, for 2 hours (this has gotten worse
with dropping of teacher assistants).
Gain better understanding of parents’ transportation needs.
Partnerships with public transportation agencies.
After school activity buses – low to no cost.
Introduce families to government boards that impact transportation.
More transportation for preschool (Head Starts; NC PreK).

Fix policies that disproportionately harm families of color
●
●
●
●
●

Paid family leave.
Funding for legal aid.
Family medical leave policies must be universal.
Reconsider policies that “keep kids” out of school for health reasons.
Linking policies here to the way communities are segregated vis-à-vis access to health
services.

Diversify leadership and stakeholders
●

●
●
●

Getting a broader swath of people access to pathways to power:
- Parents as collaborative leaders training.
- Communication back and forth with school board meetings.
Identify known community leaders to bridge the gaps.
Public agencies create opportunities for parents to participate.
Be transparent, deliberate and intentional about relationships and share power.

Cultivate a whole child approach
●
●
●

Education must focus on needs of the whole child.
Whole-child (social-emotional health is a priority) for Birth-8, including family, etc.
Move away from intense “test-driven” culture.

Track different data
●
●

Universally used coherent system to track easily re: suspension/ expulsion (ie.,
PowerSchool for 0-5).
Schools should tract health causes of absences.
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Early childcare focus
●
●

Have more quality childcare, NC PreK, Head Start, Early Head Start, other opportunities
for programs before elementary school.
Need a real shift in values vis-a-vis the importance of early childhood: other educators.

Others
Teacher certification includes equity/ diversity/ inclusion, etc.
Need a collective impact approach (know this slows things down) Great need to work
across systems).
● Destigmatize owning implicit bias – not shaming and piling on.
● Certification should be B-8 not K-8. Administrators should have B-K as well as K-12.
● ESSA plan – look at their guidelines and encourage innovation.
● Reduce requirements to become an assistant principal – responsible for too much.
● Expose high schoolers to teaching profession/ STEM subject areas.
● KHA issue handled before start of school because 1) teacher allotment, 2) so hard to
get appointment within the 30 days allotted, 3) Day 1 requirement would make it a
higher priority
- Media announcements.
- Real through primary care.
- Reach through Pre-K, K registration.
- Increase access to primary care/ Medicaid.
● Address social determinants (example: housing instability – non-functioning phone
numbers – can’t follow up).
● Charging Institute of Medicine with whole person care (i.e., integrated care) – include in
data that is disseminated.
● Invest in parent-to-parent mentoring and parent-to-provider mentoring (example:
Family to Family Health information Network; Family Support Network).
● Create continuum connecting 0-3 (El) with 3-5 (gap here) with 6+ (LME-MCOs).
● Telehealth options.
● ACEs and resilience/ protective factors – screening of all families.
● Funding for Healthy Cornerstone Initiatives (currently in second year) – stores in food
deserts.
● More joint use agreements for places to play.
● Rural community: leveraging access to Parks and Recreation/ structured activities in
nearby towns.
●
●
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APPENDIX H – Strategy Lists. Will insert PDFs here once we are done.
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APPENDIX H – Source List. Will insert PDF here once we are done.
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Appendix I: Reactions to the Matrices of Possibilities
Design Team members conducted a gallery walk to take in the strategies and tactics
represented on the matrix for their Design Team. They reported being struck by the
massive amount of information that has already been collected from team members
themselves, communities, parents and national research. Other reactions follow:
●

A lot of blue dots that shows we are looking at research and what’s happening
nationally.

●

There’s a lot to build on – trends in research.

●

I wish we had more data on a few areas.

●

Need to figure out what NC already has underway and how to leverage those.

●

There’s a range of specificity – from broad to detailed; we’ll need to think about what
can actually be accomplished.

●

Would like to see more parent voice input; we’ve done in a partnership way, but to
really break racial equity patterns – so we don’t plan about them without them, it would
be great to get their input on blue dots/research.

●

Need common terminology – tiered system of support/confusing to have different
names (RTI, etc).

●

It’s a fabulous universe of possibilities and it’s also overwhelming in terms of the variety
of options.

●

Where and how will we prioritize?
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Appendix J: Developing criteria for prioritizing strategies
Design Team members at the first meeting (Social-Emotional Health) brainstormed
possible criteria with their workgroups and identified the top 2-3 per group. At each
subsequent meeting (High Quality Education and Regular School Attendance), the team
added to the growing list of possible criteria. The complete list of options follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Is data- and research-driven and informed by developmental science.
Reduces racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, and ability disparities in early childhood
experiences, opportunities, and outcomes.
Involves cross-sector work and collaboration.
Will address a critical gap in our system and have a big impact.
Impacts multiple outcomes.
Has a high return on investment, either statewide or in particular area(s).
Is actionable (can be broken down into concrete steps with specific roles for
stakeholders).
Is feasible, in terms of funding, human capital, etc.
Is measurable, in multiple ways (quantitative and qualitative data).
Has accountability mechanisms, including:
- Someone/some organization owns it.
- Plans to implement.
- Has a champion.
- Has a driver.
- Evaluation/measuring impact.
Leverages and builds on what is already working.
Has a timeline, which can be adjusted over time.
Can garner community leadership support and contributes to a long-term vision that
policymakers can embrace (i.e., third grade reading proficiency).
Is sustainable and flexible, not limited by current political realities.
Is easily and effectively communicated to a variety of stakeholders.
Fosters a diverse and inclusive environment.
Addresses the whole child and family.
Leverages the strengths of families and communities.
Prioritizes voices and experiences of parents and families.
Resonates with multiple sources of information (research, families, experts,
communities).
Is community- or locally-driven, rather than one-size-fits-all for the state.
Supports “targeted universalism” (interventions that are targeted to the most
vulnerable populations and have spillover effects that improve outcomes for everyone).
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Appendix K: Reflections
Design Team members offered their reflections on where they are with the process, the
proposed criteria and the data dashboard. Responses included:
On the Process:
-

Feels like we are in the “messy middle” that Tracy alluded to at the beginning of the day.

-

This is complex work.

-

I hope we can move forward and not be paralyzed because we can’t solve all the equity
issues; we can do good work and set up for the next group.

-

The matrix brings everything together – we all operate in our space; the matrix shows
how interconnected we are.

On the Criteria:
-

Need to be aware of our implicit bias.

-

Give more weight to parent voices when we make decisions.

-

Can present all the criteria as they all show sound planning processes, but pull out the
top ones.

On the Data Dashboard:
-

Be transparent about what isn’t collected.

-

Add a trend line.
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